art based empowerment

What is the artist’s role in preventive youth work?

“art based”
The artistic process is a process of creating and shaping. “art based empowerment” wants to open up
various aspects of the creative process used by artists to young people. Providing this, does not mean
to make every young person want to be an artist in its narrow traditional meaning (e.g. become a
painter or a sculptor). Art based empowerment wants be understood in an art context the way for
example Joseph Beys defined it when he said, “Everybody is an artist.” Meaning that everyone has got
his or her own creative potential to use and shape their own lives.
In many cases big parts of this creative potential stop being used along the way between the age of 6
and 15. Skills that are not used become stunted and at some point don’t seem available any more.
It has occured to me that “art” might have become something intimidating since often times people
(especially adults) who were confronted with art reacted very insecure and apologetic. “I don’t know
anything about art. I can not say anything about it. I don’t even know how to draw.”
Art is an ancient instrument of human kind to explore the world and look at it through new
perspectives. For many people in our world “art” has been lost as a key element to express
themselves and to shape their individual lives. It has been replaced by “art” as a product that can be
bought and used to decorate ones life.

“art and creativity”
Two major elements of the creative process:

awareness

is a combination of the perception of the
outside reality and the inside reality .
What does the environment surrounding
me look/feel like and how do I (or do I
not) fit into it?
is the opposite of the passive stare
(perception without reaction)

action
awareness
is the activity triggered by the awareness.

is the opposite of blind activism
(action without awareness)

The key is the reference to real life.

Art –a process of awareness and action- can be the tool for young people to find different ways and
experiment with various strategies to deal with their own self within the environment that surrounds
them. Therefor the artistic process can be seen as a sheltered environment within real life.
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“the artistic/creative process”

finding the way
to finish the piece
getting lost in
the process
finding a way

getting lost in
the process

getting lost in
the process

feeling the
obstacle resist

feeling the new
obstacle resist

finding a way

getting into
the process
becoming aware of
a problem/ obstacle

trying various ways
continuing the
to solve it
process
becoming aware of
more obstacles
trying various ways
to solve it
continuing the
process
becoming aware of
more obstacles
finished piece and
presentation

This process happens on both an emotional and an intellectual level. In order to get ahead in the
process it is important to switch back and forth between the two. (spiral)
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“empowerment”
Preventive work - as we all know - can not only be information about unhealthy elements and
influences in our lives. It is about finding out which aspects of our world make us not healthy. These
aspects have to be confronted with ideas and offers to lead diversified and colorful lives. The world we
have to open up to young people and therefore to ourselves consist of many unique moments and a
wide spectrum of choices and options to shape and create this life to become our very own. In order
for this to happen the right frameworks needs to be constructed. Art based empowerment can be one
of these frameworks:
The art based empowerment framework:

Focused

Sheltered

the frame
for
artistic/ creative
process
in an
art based
empowerment
context

Time

Public
Awareness
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Space

No stress of
performance
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The 6 corner stones of the framework
“time” and “space”
The 2 major corner stones of the art based empowerment framework are time and space:

time

space
awareness

What good is information and experience
if it is not given the time to settle and
turn into ones own ideas and plans.

We need our fields of experiment were
we are not interrupted and were we are
sheltered to collect experiences, test and
exercise to develop our life strategies.

If the process is not given the time it
takes it can easily lead into a consuming
behavior pattern that leads to an escape
form life.

Young people need space that is up to
them to define. Basketball courts and
skate ramps are great, but what about all
the other space that adults claim?
What about public places?

Art based empowerment is about finding
ones own ways to cope with life. It is not
geared towards ways to escape it.
Therefor it is essential to provide enough
time for the process. If this is not given,
the person in the process can easily be
mislead into a consuming behavior.

Art based empowerment is also about the
importance of everybody’s opinion and
ideas. Therefor it is essential to provide
the right space for the process.
Most of my experience with young people
in public art projects showed me that
they found it very hard to believe that
their pieces of art would be considered
“valuable” enough to be put in public
places. If we want to transport to the
young people that they are valuable we
better start valuing their work.

We all know the somehow unsatisfying
feeling we get, when we had to leave and
jump right back into our everyday duties
although we had just listened to a nice
concert, seen a great theater piece or
walked through an exciting exhibit and
wanted to stay and dwell on it. The
positive feeling is immediately
extinguished. It’s been a short pleasure
that did not provide the possibility to link
what was happening to our inner self and
to put it in context with the reality
surrounding us. Art in these cases is
consumed and not experienced.

Without enough time art can not open up
its potential to empower.
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Without the right space art can not open
up its potential to empower.
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“sheltered” and “public awareness”
Two other corner stones of the art based empowerment framework are “shelteredness” and “the
public awareness”.

sheltered

public awareness

On the one hand it is important to have a
space that is sheltering to those who are
involved in the creative process.

On the other hand it is also essential that
the results (if the creators want to) can
be seen in a greater public.

If the process is not given a sheltered
environment it can easily be interrupted
and ended by doubts or eaten up by
pressure of performance.

By enabling young people to execute
artwork that is meant to be public art –
meaning art in a public place and of
public interest – we give them a field of
real experience, and appreciation

Without a sheltered environment ideas
can not develop.

Without public awareness young people
will not feel appreciated.

Art based empowerment also works on a non verbal peer education level. Young people’s public art
projects are seen by other young people just as well as by adults. They transport information on a
non verbal level that often causes irritation for the observers, viewers or passers by. This is a
wonderful bases for questions and discussions that might have never started if the information had
been verbal. Here it is up to every individual art project group to build different more or less
interactive approaches to the viewer.

Personal level
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Structural level
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“focused” and “no stress of performance”
Two other corner stones of the art based empowerment framework are the focus of the process and
the rule of “no stress of performance”.

focused

no stress of performance

Within their own artistic/creative process
they will find their obstacles and their
individual solutions, their own decisions
and their self-orientation.

In the creative process as a process of
awareness of perceiving, feeling and
acting stress of performance and
competition can turn into very destructive
elements within this process.

In the creative process everyone is faced
with the challenge to listen to the inner
voice to observe the outside, to reflect, to
decide and to act.

people find their field of experiment,
where they can try all kinds of strategies
to cope with life in a sheltered
environment, without interruption and.

The focus on an individual goal is implied
in the process as long as...

...no stress of performance is put upon
the person in the process.

Art based empowerment is making (young) people aware of their individual creative tools and
possibilities within their own lives and give them the framework to test them and experiment with
them until they feel comfortable to make use of them by themselves.
Every art based empowerment project is a challenge and causes many surprises for everybody
involved. It is about taking risks and having fun – it is about life.
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